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Abstract

We investigate the differential effects of selective and indiscriminate repression on the rate of protest actions during the nonviolent resistance campaign in Gezi Park, Turkey, in 2013. After deriving theoretical expectations about how and why these forms of repression will influence protest actions, we test them with protest event data that were collected from a major local newspaper and subsequently validated through a comparison with two other independent Twitter datasets. Utilizing a Poisson autoregressive estimation model, we find that selective repression, as measured by the number of arrested activists who were detained while they were not demonstrating, decreased the rate of protest actions. Meanwhile, indiscriminate repression, as measured by the frequency of the government’s use of lethal and nonlethal violence against protesters during demonstrations, increased the rate of protest actions. Our findings support prior research on the influence of indiscriminate repression on backfire outcomes. They also provide evidence for the impact of selective repression on movement demobilization through the removal of opposition activists. Finally, the targeted arrest strategy of selective repression that was employed in the Gezi campaign has implications for the feasibility of the strategic incapacitation model of protest policing.
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INTRODUCTION

The Gezi Protest Campaign was one of the most significant nonviolent resistance campaigns in Turkey’s contemporary history. According to Chenoweth and Stephan’s (2011) investigation of over 323 similar campaigns between 1900 and 2006, four critical attributes are linked to their success in achieving either regime change or significant reforms. Three of these four attributes were present in the Gezi Protest Campaign which started in May 2013 and ended by September 2013. With the exception of elite military defections, the campaign was characterized by high levels of dissident participation, a wide cross-section of societal involvement, innovative and diverse types of protest tactics, and the presence of backfire mobilization. Yet, the Gezi campaign fizzled out before protesters could achieve significant reforms. What went wrong? We believe that part of the answer can be found in understanding the repression-dissent relationship during the campaign. To that end, this paper explores a situationally-context dependent explanation about the differential effects that indiscriminate and selective repression had on the subsequent rates of Gezi protest actions.

When scholars explain how and why protest participation sputtered out in the Gezi campaign, they generally point to the deficiencies of the challengers. Tufekci (2017, xvi) says that the challengers relied too heavily on mobilizing protesters through digital social networks and were unable to build a national organization and leadership that could withstand government repression. Instead, “tactical freeze” took over the movement as protesters were unable to “adjust their tactics, negotiate demands and push for tangible policy changes”. Other scholars point to the failure of the movement to present a concrete set of political goals around a single political identity that could connect with other political parties, trade unions and the broader and far larger unorganized working class (Johnson 2015; Özen 2015). Finally, Aytaç et al (2017) argue that the Gezi protesters’ inability to attract popular support from
the political base of the Erdoğan government decreased the probability of elite defections and in turn encouraged the government to use harsh repression that shut down the movement.

Therefore, much of the information about how and why Gezi protests dwindled over time is mostly understood from the challenger’s perspective, but there is little emphasis on the state’s role in this process. In an effort to rectify this, we examine the state’s repressive strategies in bringing about a decline in protest actions which coincided with the end of the campaign. In particular, we focus on the differential effects of indiscriminate and selective repression on the rate of protest actions during the campaign. We aim to show that when the Erdoğan government confronted the dissidents repeatedly with indiscriminate repression, its policy generated an escalation in dissident mobilization or what is commonly referred to as a backfire outcome (Atak and della Porta 2016; Anisin 2016a; Över and Taraktaş 2017). On the other hand, when officials expanded their tactics to include a selective repressive strategy of arrests and detentions that targeted leaders and activists outside of the context of the street protests, they were able to decrease the rate of challenger protest actions significantly. Whether the government’s reliance on selective repression brought about the ultimate demobilization of the Gezi campaign is a question that is not addressed in this paper. Instead, our primary theoretical goal is to understand the differential effects of state repression on protest participation in the Gezi case. Nonetheless, our findings will show that the timing in the deceleration of Gezi protest actions with the end of the campaign itself will have important empirical implications for understanding processes of demobilization in general.

We maintain that understanding the role of repression in the Gezi nonviolent resistance campaign is important for three reasons. First, the case reinforces earlier arguments that the concept of repression needs to be disaggregated because types of repression are likely to have different effects on dissident mobilization (Boykoff 2007; Davenport 2007; Chenoweth et al. 2017; Davenport and Inman 2012; Earl 2003; Earl and Soule 2010; Grimm and Harders 2018; Koopmans 1997; White 1989). This
paper contributes to this argument by demonstrating the varying impacts that the types and targets of selective and indiscriminate repression had on the Gezi protest actions. Second, most of what we know about the effects of repression on dissent is derived from evidence that links individual events of protest across different units of analysis but not in the context of nonviolent resistance campaigns where protest actions are interlinked (Chenoweth et al. 2017, 1951). Therefore, studying the effects of repression on dissent in the Gezi campaign is especially valuable. Finally, the Turkish government’s reliance on selective repression is similar to a strategic incapacitation model of protest policing which emerged in the United States after 9/11, wherein authorities targeted certain types of protesters over others, in particular leaders and activists over rank and file participants, in order to control, manage and even diminish the protests (Gillham 2011; Gillham et al. 2013). Since there has been some dispute over the generalizability of this model beyond the U.S. (van Leeuwen et al. 2015), the results in the Gezi case will have important implications for the relevance of this model in other cases.

In the following sections, we first expand our theoretical argument. We then explain our research design and test our hypotheses by using both quantitative and qualitative analyses. Finally, we conclude by discussing the broader implications of our study.

THEORETICAL ARGUMENTS AND HYPOTHESES

Previous Research on Repression and Dissent

We start our discussion with the definition of two terms: repression and a nonviolent resistance campaign. We define repression as state actions intended to diminish dissident action, collective organization and the mobilization of dissent opinion by inhibiting collective action (Boykoff 2007, 283). In our study, we define nonviolent resistance, such as the Gezi campaign, as a method of struggle that constitutes organized, collective action aimed at preserving or disrupting the status quo (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011; Schock 2005).¹ According to Chenoweth et al (2017, 194), this definition makes a
distinction between the theoretical and empirical literature on nonviolent resistance and the more general literature on protest and repression which focuses mostly on individual events as opposed to campaigns.

Past research on what Lichbach (1987) has coined the repression-dissent nexus reports that there are a variety of linear and nonlinear linkages within and across different units of analysis. For example, the evidence shows that repression can deter dissident mobilization, can escalate dissident mobilization, can have curvilinear effects on dissident mobilization, can alter protester tactics, may be conditional on regime type or even the type of coercion that is used. The research evidence also varies depending on whether the effects are examined at the macro level (i.e. on overall protest rates), on the meso level (i.e. impacts on social movement organizations), or at the micro level (i.e. impacts on individual dissidents).²

For our study, the most relevant research is whether the types and forms of repression influence the rate of protest actions. Unfortunately, there is little consensus among social movement scholars about what a typology of repression should look like despite their many efforts to devise one (Cunningham 2003; Boykoff 2007; Earl et al. 2003; Earl and Soule 2010; Koopmans 1997; Smithey and Kurtz 2018b; della Porta 1996).

Nonetheless, we believe that a “targeting” approach to repression offers a viable approach to tackling the differential effects of repression.³ By targeting, we mean that states direct repression against a “range of enemies” in order to neutralize their opposition (Hafez 2003, 75). In this case, there are two types of repressive actions: selective and indiscriminate repression. Selective repression transpires when the government directs its coercion narrowly against leaders and their core activists, while indiscriminate repression is applied against a wider swath of the population that includes supporters, sympathizers and even bystanders (Hafez 2003; Kalyvas 2006). According to Kalyvas (2006), indiscriminate repression involves collective targeting while selective repression is aimed at individuals.
Probably, the richest area of research on the effects of these two types of repression emerges from the terrorism, rebellion and counter-insurgency fields (Dugan and Chenoweth 2012; Hafez 2003; Jordan 2009; Lindekilde 2014; Kalyvas 2006; Lyall 2009; Rogers 2011; Sullivan 2016b; White 1989). However, much of this evidence does not involve their effects on the rates of protest actions in an ongoing nonviolent resistance campaign (Rogers 2011, 13).

When we turn to studies on nonviolent resistance campaigns, most of the research on this targeting approach is focused on indiscriminate repression where authorities target wide swaths of protesters with violent coercive strategies that generate backfire escalations in dissident mobilization. There are numerous quantitative and qualitative studies that have documented this effect (Aytaç et al. 2018; Anisin 2016b; 2016a; Francisco 2004; O'Brien and Deng 2015; Hess and Martin 2006; Lichbach 1987; Smitey and Kurtz 2018b; Odabaş and Reynolds-Stenson 2018; Schock 2005; Över and Taraktaş 2017; Martin 2007; Nepstad 2011).

Meanwhile, the evidence for the effects of selective repression on nonviolent resistance campaigns is limited to just a few studies that we will discuss in more detail in the following section. Despite this, the findings from the broader literature on terrorism, civil war and insurgency suggest that coercion against large numbers of challengers and bystanders is likely to escalate dissent while a precise application of coercion is likely to de-escalate it. In the next section, we discuss our theoretical arguments about how and why selective and indiscriminate repression will have differential effects on the rate of protest actions and present our hypotheses that will be tested in the Gezi campaign.
Why Selective Repression Decreases the Rate of Protest Actions

A strategy of selective repression that is pertinent to the Gezi campaign can be found within the subfield of protest policing wherein scholars focus on the variation in repertoires of protest control that are utilized by authorities to contain, disrupt and undermine nonviolent resistance campaigns (della Porta and Reiter 1998; McPhail and McCarthy 2005). In the U.S., after 1999 and especially after 9/11, a strategic incapacitation model became an important strategy employed in the policing of large-scale demonstrations (Noakes et al. 2005; Noakes and Gillham 2006; Gillham and Noakes 2007; Gillham 2011; Starr et al. 2011; Gillham et al. 2013). This protest policing style relies on a range of tactics that include: the establishment of extensive no-protest zones, the increased deployment of less-lethal weapons, the strategic use of arrests, a reliance on overt and indirect surveillance of transgressive protesters, and the prosecution of these protesters with over-inflated arrest charges. This model reflects a shift toward a preemptive strategy of identifying, marginalizing and controlling transgressive protesters who are deemed to be “social threats”. It aims to reduce police uncertainty about how to deal with protesters who deploy tactics that are “unauthorized, unpredictable and confrontational” in the context of informal (leaderless) organizational structures that are based on consensus and/or decentralized decision-making. Throughout the period from the mid-1970s to late 1990s, police were able to reach negotiated agreements with protest leaders about limiting the scale and scope of their demonstrations without preventing them from happening. But, the recent trend since the 2000s toward less hierarchy and more horizontal structures of protest action has encouraged police to eschew the traditional methods of negotiation to one of “risk management and the prevention” of disorder (Gillham and Noakes 2007, 348).

One of the key tactics of this policy involves the arrests of leaders, activists and organizers so that police can hold them for indefinite periods of time. Police selectively target these “transgressive” protesters because they are perceived to be law breakers and therefore, security threats to public order.
Their aim is to remove these protesters from demonstrations and to send a message to others that they will be similarly treated. In an effort to identify transgressive protesters, authorities rely on extensive surveillance and intelligence gathering operations during and after the demonstrations (Gillham 2011, 642-45).

Although there is some question about the extent to which the strategic incapacitation model has actually diffused from the U.S. to Europe and elsewhere (della Porta and Tarrow 2012; van Leeuwen et al. 2015), there are important components of the model that were present in the Gezi campaign, namely the government’s use of surveillance of the protesters, its forcible removal of protesters from key public spaces (Taksim Square and Gezi Park in Istanbul), its blockade of communal spaces from protesters, and its reliance on a targeted arrest policy aimed at highly visible protest activists. For instance, International Amnesty's (2013) investigation of the role of repression in the Gezi Park protest campaign documents that the Turkish National Police used intelligence-gathering in order to identify and punish activists and to undertake a systematic arrest strategy against protest organizers. The question is whether and how this strategy influenced subsequent Gezi protest behavior.

Theoretically, we maintain that a targeted arrest strategy that is aimed at transgressive protesters, in particular, leaders and visible activists, will decrease the rate of protest actions during an ongoing campaign. This is likely to occur for several reasons.

First, the loss of key leaders discourages protesters about the likelihood of success and sensing futility as well as exhaustion, they will diminish their activism (Earl 2005; Lichbach 1998). Second, the elimination of core activists through arrests undermines the viability of a protest campaign to sustain itself by diminishing the financial resources of its activists who are also subjected to high legal, physical, and psychological costs (Earl 2005). Finally, the absence of leaders and core activists preempts the continued expansion of the mobilization process because it obstructs the capabilities of the protesters to adapt and continue to confront the regime. Without clear leaders, the protesters lose their ability to
develop contingency plans or counter-tactics in preparation for the next round of repression (Davenport 2015; Sullivan 2016a). This situation is exacerbated if protesters lack strong organizations and networks that can replace leaders quickly (Hafez 2003, 75).

The empirical evidence for the linkages between leadership removal and nonviolent resistance is thin at best, but three studies indicate that the negative relationship has merit. The first study by Bob and Nepstad (2007) on the effects of state-sponsored killings of social movement leaders provides the weakest support. After examining the consequences of political killings of Archbishop Oscar Romero in El Salvador and Ken Saro-Wiwa in Nigeria, they found that the killings had mixed results on dissent depending on several conditional factors. In the case of Nigeria, where harsh repression occurred in the aftermath of a leader killing, the dissidents were shut down. However, in El Salvador, the killing of Archbishop Romero escalated dissent as a result of a divided El Salvadoran government, a societal attachment to martyrdom symbols, and a broad social movement with shared goals and identity. The second study is by Simmons (2012) who provides stronger evidence about the relationship between selective repression and nonviolent dissent. He studied 21 U.S. social movements between 1960 and 1995 and discovered that there were 12 cases of leadership removal via assassinations or arrests resulting in jail time and/or formal sentencing. His overall regression analysis showed that the effects of leadership removal were associated with a decline in a group’s use of large scale nonviolent and violent forms of collective action. The third empirical study is by Sullivan (Sullivan 2016a) who found that repression targeted selectively against the mobilizational actions of challengers in Guatemala between 1975 and 1985 decreased collective dissent such as strikes, protests and targeted attacks. Sullivan defined these mobilizational actions as clandestine organizational meetings, training sessions and recruitment efforts that were essential to planning overt collective forms of dissent. His statistical analysis found that repression targeted against these clandestine actions were indeed associated with decreased collective dissent.
On the basis of these theoretical arguments and the limited but supportive evidence herein, we hypothesize the following relationship between selective repression, which we will define in this study as a targeted arrest policy, and protest actions in the Gezi campaign.

Hypothesis 1: The implementation of selective repression in the form of a targeted arrest policy will decrease the rate of protest actions.

Why Indiscriminate Repression Increases Protest Actions

We define indiscriminate repression as state actions against dissenters (including any bystanders) during an ongoing nonviolent resistance campaign. The state directs its repression against protesters without regard to individuals’ identities or roles in the campaign itself. In the context of the Gezi campaign, indiscriminate repression is operationalized as a protest policing strategy that relies on either or both lethal and non-lethal forms of violence. Lethal forms of repression involve overt violence such as beatings and shootings and even mass arrests so long as they are not part of a selective policing strategy. Non-lethal repression involves the use of teargas, water cannons, pepper spray, tasers, rubber bullets, crowd-control active denial systems (heat ray guns), and any other types of non-deadly munitions (Smithey and Kurtz 2018b, 191). Unlike selective repression, the targets of indiscriminate repression are diffuse.

Previous research that shows a positive influence of state repression on nonviolent dissent is extensive and this effect is frequently referred to as the “paradox of repression” (Smithey and Kurtz 2018a). In the context of nonviolent resistance campaigns, much of the evidence about the paradox of repression focuses on how and why government repression has a backfire outcome; in other words, state violence unintentionally escalates rather than diminishes dissident mobilization (Atak and della Porta 2016; Anisin 2016b; 2016a; Brockett 1995; Chenoweth and Stephan 2011; Chenoweth 2018;
Why indiscriminate repression results in a backfire outcome can be understood from two types of mechanisms: emotional and informational (Aytaç et al. 2018). The emotional mechanism comes into play when the state’s repressive violence is viewed by the public as "unjust, unfair, and disproportionate" (Martin 2007, 205) and generates what Jasper (1997, 106) calls a "moral shock or outrage" that galvanizes the mobilization of new protesters. When the protest movement is in its earliest stages, repressive violence should deter bystanders from joining, but the state’s disproportionate use of violence can also increase the participation of bystanders whose anger outweighs their fear of protesting (della Porta 2013; Pearlman 2013; Jasper 2014; van Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2013; van Zomeren 2013). For this emotional response to occur, protesters must be able to communicate the state’s repressive violence to receptive audiences (Martin 2007, 206). This communication can be accomplished through a variety of social and media networks, but the evidence of the state’s violence must be transmitted to a wide variety of people.\(^{11}\)

Meanwhile, the informational mechanism is rooted in how indiscriminate repression changes bystanders’ beliefs and actions about the viability of engaging in anti-government protests. Cascade models of mobilization depicted by Lohmann (1994), Granovetter (1978), DeNardo (1985), Kuran (1991), and Opp (1994) are all based on the argument that people’s beliefs about the relative strength and weakness of the government shifts as a consequence of its heavy-handed tactics against demonstrators. The repression is perceived to be not only illegitimate but also an indicator that the opposition is much stronger than people had believed. In this case, the general population withdraws its support from the government in the hopes of achieving genuine reforms (Aytaç et al. 2018, 128).

In the case of the Gezi campaign, Aytaç et al (2018) conducted in-depth interviews of Istanbul residents in 2015 in order to tease out which of these two types of mechanisms motivated individuals to
join the Gezi protests. Initial surveys indicated that at least half of those citizens participating in the Gezi protests in Istanbul were indeed motivated to join the movement after seeing police brutality. A second line of evidence emerged from a field experiment wherein Aytaç et al (2018) interviewed 833 adult Istanbul residents in order to assess their reactions to photographs that would mimic the severity of police actions used in the Gezi protests. Their sophisticated experimental design which included a placebo group provided evidence that an emotions-based explanation (repression induced anger and anger encouraged collective action) was a stronger factor than whether individuals’ beliefs about the government’s viability had changed.

Aytaç et al’s (2018) research is also supported by Över and Taraktas’s (2017) ethnographic field interviews of 60 protest participants and a survey analysis of 1,352 Gezi protesters. Their findings show that an overwhelming majority of people went to Gezi Park in order to protest disproportionate police violence against the early Gezi protesters. The backfire outcome was due to people’s perception that the police violence against these early protesters was unjust, especially since their actions and their movement goals were “innocent”. Moreover, protesters, through their joint participation, changed their perceptions of each other as allies despite their pre-existing political and social divisions. Hence, the emotional effects of disproportionate state repression on bystanders generated the first backfire outcome, and the subsequent phases of increased protest participation was sustained by the solidarity and trust that emerged among the protesters as they engaged in collective action.

Finally, Anisin’s (2016a) analysis of the 2013 Gezi protests follows similar lines of previous evidence. He finds that the disproportionate use of state repression generated a backfire outcome due to the moral and public outrage by protesters in combination with viral diffusion, government cover-up attempts and the coordination of this information by protesters through social media. All of these factors contributed to the emergence of a mass anti-government movement.
Therefore, on the basis of both the theoretical arguments and the empirical findings in the Gezi case, we put forth the following hypothesis.

*Hypothesis 2: The implementation of indiscriminate repression will increase the rate of protest actions.*

**RESEARCH DESIGN**

*Why Study the Gezi Park Nonviolent Resistance Campaign?*

The Gezi campaign is an excellent case to assess our theoretical argument for two reasons. First, the campaign was not only unprecedented in Turkey’s history, but it was also relatively short but still long enough to observe waves of escalating and deescalating protest actions. What began as a localized protest about the destruction of a public park in Istanbul quickly transformed into a national movement that triggered anti-government demonstrations all across the nation. The public park demolition turned into a broader symbol of resistance from the growing authoritarianism and socially interventionist rule of Prime Minister Erdoğan’s AKP-led government. Anti-government demonstrations occurred in more than 79 cities in Turkey and according to surveys, they involved more than 12.1 percent of the population above the age of 18 years, which was estimated at the time to be approximately 50 million (Gürcan and Peker 2015, 8).

Second, an examination of the Gezi Park campaign as a single case study has some advantages over cross-national studies. For instance, a sole focus on the Gezi campaign makes it possible to control for many aspects of the political and social environment which Earl and Soule (2010) say yields a “theoretically homogenous” analysis. In other words, we avoid the potential complications of comparing different forms of repression across different nations and social movements, a hazard that Koopmans (1997) and Davenport (2007) argue account for the discrepant findings in the repression-dissent literature. Koopmans (1997) and Davenport (2007) also argue that disaggregated data below the
subnational level makes it easier to compare the effects of different types of repression in the context of a single nonviolent resistance campaign, thus providing a precise focus on time, place and behavior.\textsuperscript{12}

Data

We use original data collected by the authors from\textit{ Cumhuriyet}, a national daily newspaper in Turkey to illustrate the interactive dynamics of the Gezi protest campaign. The dataset covers both nonviolent and violent forms of protest (such as demonstrations, strikes, and clashes with the police) and government responses (such as the use of teargas, the imposition of bans, and arrests). Events were coded for the date, actor, location, target, number of participants, number of injured and number of deaths, and any events that lacked this information were excluded from the data set. In total, 1,416 events were hand coded based on a list of events found in Krain’s (2000) scale of repression, accommodation and dissent actions in post-revolutionary states and Moore and Lindstrom’s (1996) Violent International Conflict Data Project.\textsuperscript{13} The data were aggregated in daily intervals to capture the rapidly evolving dynamics of the campaign.

In an effort to provide evidence for the validity of our data, we compared the frequency of our protest events data with the frequency of Twitter protest data collected by two different scholars, one of which was produced by Budak and Watts (2015) and the other by Öztürkcan et al. (2017). Figure 1 plots these three data series and it shows that our events data follow similar trends as those produced by the Twitter protest data. Unlike our data, which is based on protest events, Budak and Watts (2015) and Öztürkcan et al.’s (2017) data are based on the number of tweets that reflect key terms such as “Gezi locations”, “resistance”, and “uprising” hashtags over the course of the protest campaign. As Figure 1 shows, the trend of our protest actions data correlates closely with the trends associated with the Twitter data, increasing the validity of our data.

/ Figure 1 about here /
Variables

The rate of protest actions, the dependent variable, is the total daily number of nonviolent and violent forms of collective actions including demonstrations, strikes, boycotts, violent clashes with the police, standing man protests, and park forums.\(^{14}\)

Our first independent variable, selective repression, is operationalized as the total number of activists who were arrested when they were not engaged in street demonstrations or what we call “offsite targeted arrests”\(^{15}\). We make a distinction between these arrests and “onsite arrests”, where activists were detained in locations where they were participating in demonstrations. We argue that onsite arrests will more likely reflect a reactive or indiscriminate policy, while offsite targeted arrests will reflect a selective policy designed to remove key leaders and activists. For instance, in the Gezi case, it has been documented that Turkish police used surveillance techniques to identify activists, usually through their cell phone records or photographic evidence of their participation in the demonstrations (Amnesty International 2013, 43). Subsequently, in a series of raids and police operations across Turkey, the police arrested, indefinitely detained, and interrogated key opposition groups such as university students, leftist party adherents, and Taksim Solidarity Platform members, who originated the protests to stop the Gezi Park destruction. Frequently, detainees faced criminal charges for participating and/or acting on behalf of an illegal organization, or attempting to overthrow the regime, or damaging public property (Amnesty International 2013, 42).

For our empirical analysis, we transform our measure of offsite targeted arrests with a logit transformation of the ratio of the total daily number of targeted offsite arrests over total arrests (which is comprised of both onsite arrests and offsite targeted arrests). This ratio measure captures the government’s reliance on offsite targeted arrests relative to onsite arrests more accurately than a simple count measure of offsite targeted arrest events.\(^{16}\) The plot of the logit transformation of our ratio
measure in Figure 2 illustrates the degree to which the Turkish government relied on offsite targeted arrests vs. onsite arrests throughout the protest campaign. The troughs in the series that are below the value of zero until June 25, 2013 (the date of the Gezi park clearing) indicate that the government relied heavily on onsite arrests during the first three weeks of the nonviolent resistance campaign. Meanwhile, the peaks above the value of zero after June 25, 2013 show that the government relied more extensively on offsite targeted arrests in the later period of the campaign. However, this measure is a bit misleading in that it suggests that the targeted arrest campaign began on June 25th after the Gezi protest actions began declining (see Figure 1). An examination of the nonproportional data for targeted arrests in the second plot of figure 2 shows that the increase in targeted arrests started on June 18, 2013 which also coincides with the beginning of the decline in these protest actions. Therefore, the proportional values for offsite arrests (Plot A in figure 2) provide a good overall picture of the government’s heavier reliance on offsite arrests during the full protest campaign, but they do not pinpoint the actual onset of the targeted arrest policy itself. This date is better reflected in the frequency data of onsite targeted arrests (see Plot B in figure 2) as well as the reports in the historical record (International Amnesty 2013).

Indiscriminate repression, our second independent variable, is operationalized as the total daily number of lethal and nonlethal repressive actions used by the police to disperse the protesters. Such actions included the use of road blockades, water cannons, teargassing, and rubber bullets. The minimum values of the indiscriminate repression variable indicate days when authorities used little to no dispersive tactics against the protesters, while the maximum values reflect days when they relied heavily on dispersive tactics. The measure shows that the government used indiscriminate forms of repression throughout the nonviolent resistance campaign, but most heavily during the early part of the campaign from May 28 to June 16, 2013.
Control variables: government concessions to protesters and foreign support for protesters. We introduce government concessions into our regression equations in order to control for the effects that they might have on protest actions. Previous scholars have argued that concessions and/or accommodations to protesters’ demands are likely to decrease protest actions as a result of the government’s successful efforts in coopting some if not most of the activists (Piven and Cloward 1977). Government concessions may also breakdown the unity of protest movements as moderate and radical activists argue about how to respond to them (Tarrow 1989). If concessions are targeted at coopting moderates at the expense of radical factions, moderates may have strong incentives to discontinue their protest actions. The overall effect would be a decline in protest actions. We measure government concessions as the total daily number of government accommodations to the protesters. Such actions include negotiations, meeting with protesters, and allowing activists to protest in Gezi Park. A plot of the frequency of these concessions in Appendix A-1 shows that the Turkish government made minor concessions during the first two weeks of the campaign, well before the implementation of its targeted arrests strategy and a decline in protest actions.

Foreign support to protesters, our second control variable, is introduced because such international support has been associated with increased protest actions. Previous empirical research shows that positive support for the protesters’ claims through the presence of public endorsements, criticisms of government repression, international sanctions and consumer boycotts on behalf of protesters, the divestment or disinvestment of resources from the economy, the emergence of transnational advocacy networks, and the extension of material support to the protesters have been associated with sustaining social movements and their protest actions (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Murdie and Bhasin 2011; Schock 2005). We operationalize foreign support to protesters as the total daily score of support that protesters received from foreign governments, and intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations. In the Gezi campaign, such foreign support was limited to diplomatic
communications, public statements, and press conferences from a variety of actors, including International Amnesty, the EU, NATO and other international leaders. The plot of this variable in Appendix A-2 shows that foreign support for the Gezi protesters occurred more frequently during the first four weeks of the campaign, including the first phases of the implementation of the targeted arrests strategy.

Methodology

We estimate two Poisson autoregressive (PAR) models of order (p) in order to examine the differential effects of the Turkish government’s use of selective and indiscriminate repression on the rate of protest actions during the Gezi campaign. PAR is a count model that is able to take into account the dynamic processes of event count data. For instance, the number of events observed at time \( t \) depends on the number of events observed at some previous time period, such as \( t-1 \). If we fail to account for this time-dependency, our estimates of our coefficients would be inefficient (Brandt and Williams 2001). Our data are particularly suitable for a PAR analysis for two reasons. First, our data are ordered in time and we expect that past observations will influence future values; and second, our dependent variable is a rate measure of protest actions and is likely to exhibit cyclical and short-memory processes that are mean reverting (Brandt and Williams 2001). The estimated autocorrelation function (ACF) of our protest rate series in Figure 3 shows that there is indeed time dependency in the event counts of our protest series. In particular, there is autocorrelation in the first three lags, indicating that the time series process generating our dependent variable has a short-term memory.

In light of the appropriateness of the PAR time series count models for our data, we estimate two separate regression models. Model 1 examines the effects of selective and indiscriminate repression alone, while Model 2 incorporates concessions and foreign support to protesters as control
variables. We estimate two models due to the small sample size of our data and the concern for losing degrees of freedom that would occur in a single model. Nonetheless, the estimation results will be able to tell us whether the effects of selective and indiscriminate repression on the rate of protest actions are consistent across both models.

FINDINGS

The quantitative findings show that selective repression was associated with a significant decrease in the rate of protest actions over the course of the Gezi campaign. As Table 1 indicates, the coefficient of offsite targeted arrests is negative and statistically significant (p<.05) in Models 1 and 2, confirming our first hypothesis that selective repression would decrease the rate of Gezi protest actions. As predicted, indiscriminate repression, measured as the number of times that the government used lethal and non-lethal tactics, is associated with a positive increase in the rate of protest actions (see Model 1). This positive and statistically significant effect of indiscriminate repression (p<.01) also holds across Model 2 which in combination with Model 1 supports our second hypothesis that indiscriminate repression would increase the rate of protest actions.

In regard to our first control variable, concessions, Model 2 shows that it failed to have a statistically significant effect on protest rates. This result is not surprising given the fact that the Erdoğan government failed to offer any major concessions throughout the campaign. As for our second control variable, foreign support to protesters, Model 2 shows that the coefficient is negative but statistically insignificant which goes against our theoretical expectation that foreign support would have a positive influence on the rate of protest actions, especially since the data show that foreign support was high during the first weeks of the Gezi campaign when protest actions were at their highest levels. Despite this pattern, we do not have confidence in this negative result given the small sample size of our
data and the low significance level of the coefficient itself. On a substantive level, foreign support to
Gezi protesters was largely symbolic without posing serious threats or consequences to the Erdoğan
government. Overall, the evidence in Models 1 and 2 show that indiscriminate and selective repression
had positive effects as hypothesized with similar coefficient sizes and significance levels. We also
estimated robustness checks of our results with several three additional models, one of which was an
interventional analysis and the remaining two with different forecasting models (See Appendix B).
These additional checks support the PAR estimation results in Table 1.

On a substantive level, our findings are also supported by qualitative analyses advanced by
other scholars who studied the Gezi protest campaign. Such analyses showed that during the first three
weeks of the protest campaign, the interactions between the government and the opposition settled
into a consistent pattern: protesters used disruptive and confrontational tactics like sit-ins, strikes and
demonstrations while the government responded with indiscriminate repression, using water cannons,
teargas, rubber bullets and road blockades (Atak 2017). This heavy use of indiscriminate repression was
the result of Turkey’s prior commitment to a “militarized” policing strategy after riots and strikes
occurred there in the 1980s and 1990s. Atak (2017) explains that the lines between policing and war-
making blurred by the end of the 1990s after “special or support squads” of riot police who were trained
with paramilitary skills were integrated into the larger police force. In addition, military troops were
delegated to defuse urban mass demonstrations before they could spread to other areas of the country.
Besides reorganizing its policing capabilities, the government also bought and stockpiled large numbers
of less-lethal weapons for future use. For instance, between 2000 and 2012, Turkey imported 628 tons
of teargas, bought 39 water cannons between 2006 and 2008, accrued 125 rifle launchers for firing
paint, teargas and other projectiles into demonstrating crowds, and since 2010, continued to invest
heavily in water cannons, teargas, and even electromagnetic ray guns (Atak 2017, 700).
Finally, Atak (2017) maintains that the government’s initial reliance on indiscriminate repression was also rooted in the historical negative outlook that police had toward protesters as criminals and even terrorists. This bias explains why police pursued a “zero tolerance” approach to street level protests during the Gezi campaign (Atak and della Porta 2016). Thus, it was predictable that fierce police intervention in the Gezi encampment in the initial stages would galvanize masses of people across the country to join the Gezi protesters. Field interviews of participants would later reveal that this backfire outcome was directly attributable to the government’s use of indiscriminate repression (Atak and della Porta 2016; Anisin 2016a; Över and Taraktaş 2017; Aytaç et al. 2018).

Meanwhile, another escalation of protest action occurred three weeks later when on June 15, 2013, the Turkish police forcibly cleared and closed the Gezi Park encampment indefinitely. On June 16th, thousands of people across the country returned to street protests. On June 17th, a broad coalition of unions, including labor, civil servants, doctors, dentist, and architects, organized a nation-wide strike. At this time, dissidents innovated new forms of standing man protests, as the police continued to clash with protesters in the major urban areas of the country (Gürcan and Peker 2015).

Starting on June 18th, police, while still relying on indiscriminate repression at various demonstration sites, initiated a wave of offsite arrests especially in Istanbul and Ankara, the hotbeds of the urban protests. They detained not only members and leaders of social and political networks for arrests but also their networks of support, including their attorneys and medical personnel who treated their injuries. Later, on July 8th, the police arrested 48 members of the Taksim Solidarity Platform in advance of their efforts to participate in a protest planned at Gezi Park (Amnesty International 2013, 49-50). In sum, the government sent a clear signal to activists and potential followers that they were vulnerable since it had the ability to identify, find, arrest, and penalize them harshly.

We believe that these depictions of protest and repression by other scholarly studies supports our quantitative evidence that indiscriminate and selective repression had differential effects on the
rate of protest actions during the Gezi campaign. On a theoretical level, our results reinforce the theoretical and empirical research found in repression-dissent studies regarding the backfire consequences of indiscriminate repression. Our findings support and add to the much smaller number of studies that have found negative influences of selective repression on protest actions. Our findings also suggest that selective repression may play an important role in understanding the demobilization process of protest campaigns. Although this was not a central question of our study, we believe that our findings indicate that both the challenger and the government’s perspectives, strategies and tactics should be considered in understanding how and why demobilization occurs.

CONCLUSION

This study shows the differential effects of indiscriminate and selective repression on the rate of protest actions in the Gezi Park nonviolent resistance campaign. The protest data, the quantitative evidence and the qualitative depictions by other scholars all reinforce the support of our two hypotheses. Namely, indiscriminate repression is likely to generate an escalation, if not a backfire outcome, of protest actions. And, a systematic policy of selective repression that aims to eliminate activists, leaders and their support networks can be especially effective in reducing protest actions. The bottom line here is that policing strategies based on either type of repression will have significant consequences for the containment of nonviolent resistance.

There are several theoretical implications of our findings. First, our analysis is one of the few studies on nonviolent resistance where selective repression is a key independent variable. Typical studies of selective repression are concerned with whether leadership decapitation strategies increase or decrease civil war insurgencies or the actions of terrorist groups. Our study expands our understanding of selective repression to include the effects of targeted arrest policies as a means to
eliminate opposition leaders and ultimately derail the momentum of protest actions around nonviolent resistance campaigns.

A second implication is that targeted arrests is, as Earl (2005) argues, a distinct form of repression that should not be included in an overall measure of repression that includes violent tactics. Earl (2005) maintains that the negative effects of arrests are frequently underestimated because we fail to understand the significant physical, emotional, legal and economic costs incurred by activists. At the social movement level, arrests can reduce the viability of sustained anti-government mobilization by reducing the number of participants that can turnout, draining the movement of important leaders, and diminishing the morale of movement participants who suddenly perceive that the costs of engaging in collective action may be too high. Clearly, arrests are not commensurate with other forms of violent repression.

A third implication of our study is the relevance of our findings for the strategic incapacitation model of protest policing. Selective repression that involves surveillance for intelligence gathering, the denial and/or removal of public space for protesters, and the arrests of protest activists appears to be a viable strategy, especially if challengers are weakly organized. Related to this last point, challengers should be aware of their vulnerabilities to repressive strategies that can weaken their support networks and eliminate their leaders. They must be prepared to meet the burden of replenishing their leadership ranks. They also need to be vigilant about expanding their support into the political base of the governing elite in order to increase their bargaining leverage vis-à-vis the government.

Lastly, this study shows that fine-grained subnational data are particularly useful for understanding the evolutionary dynamics of repression and protest. In particular, we gain a more nuanced understanding of how repression changes and influences the course of a nonviolent resistance campaign.
ENDNOTES:

1 This definition is distinct from the broader categories of “strategic violence, nonviolent struggle or civil resistance (Chenoweth et al. 2017).
2 See Honari (2018) for the most recent discussion of these research findings.
3 There is also a “timing” approach in which scholars have made distinctions between “preemptive” and “reactive” repression. Reactive or situational repression refers to the state’s actions to suppress challengers who are already mobilized in substantial numbers against the regime (Koopmans, 1997; Hafez 2003). However, there is a problem of conceptual conflation with preemptive and reactive repression, largely due to our inability to distinguish whether state’s actions can be clearly identified as one or the other during an ongoing nonviolent resistance campaign.
4 Past research that could potentially be relevant to selective repression, unfortunately, reverses the causal arrow by investigating whether certain levels and forms of protest influence the types of policing strategies that are used (see Earl and Soule 2006 for examples).
5 Earl and Soule (2010) investigate different types of protest policing between 1960 and 1990 in New York City but the protest policing most closely associated with selective repression is the “legal eagle” strategy where police controlled and/or repressed a protest event exclusively through arrests. They found that this strategy was associated with declines in protests in both the short and medium term. However, the arrests occurred in the context of ongoing protests which makes it harder to discern whether the arrests were targeting individuals selectively or randomly rounding up protesters.
6 Although the strategic incapacitation model has appeared as a government strategy for policing large scale demonstrations after 9/11, there is no systematic empirical evidence about how frequently it appears across large scale demonstrations in the United States since 2001 or under what conditions it is likely to appear in some cases but not others.
7 Leaders who were arrested during protests and who did not face jail time were excluded from the sample.
8 We realize that there is a range of repressive tactics that go beyond the use of coercive weapons. For instance, Smithey and Kurtz (2018b, 191) refer to a fuller range of repression that involves intimidation (e.g. surveillance and harassment), manipulation (e.g. cooptation, disinformation, and censorship), soft repression (e.g. stigmatization, defamation, and arranged counter-demonstrations) but they are not included in our policing strategy of indiscriminate repression.
9 Smithey and Kurtz (2018a) and Honari (2018) provide an excellent overview of this research.
10 This backfire outcome has also been referred to as a “boomerang effect”, political jiu-jitsu, blowback and backlash effects (Chenoweth et al. 2017).
11 There are other causal mechanisms besides these two, although moral outrage and communication networks are the most prominent ones. For instance, in the Gezi protest campaign, Anisin (2016a) maintains that spontaneity and the nonhierarchical organization of the dissenters also helped to spur on different types of collective action during the backfire outcome. Över and Taraktaş (2017) survey of Gezi participants reveals that boundary deactivation was a crucial causal mechanism for the backfire outcome. In other words, the shared personal experience of repression during the Gezi campaign led to greater solidarity among the dissenters which fueled their collective action. This boundary deactivation mechanism linked disparate and diverse dissenters together as they opposed the regime.
12 On the other hand, our study does not model all of the factors that could affect the mobilizational levels in the Gezi campaign (e.g., political opportunities, resources, backfire and framing). Instead, we focus on the reasons that different forms of repression influenced the rate of protest actions alone. In short, we do not aim to provide a comprehensive explanation of the overall mobilization behavior in the campaign.
13 The codebook is available as an online supplement on the journal’s website.
14 Dissidents innovated the standing man protests and park forums after the police cleared the park on June 15. The “standing man” protests involved protesters standing quietly, while “forums” involved public meetings among activists who discussed ways to institutionalize the movement or to share information about legal strategies in the event of an arrest (Gürcan and Peker 2015, 109-110).
15 Offsite targeted arrests were the main form of selective repression that Turkish authorities relied on. In addition, our arrest data originates from newspaper reports rather than official sources. Given the semi-authoritarian nature of the Turkish government, we acknowledge that our arrest data could be underreported, thus limiting empirical findings of our study.

16 A logit transformation (\(\ln[y/(1-y)]\)) is useful when the dependent variable is a proportion and is bounded by 0 and 1. The transformation smooths the variable and fits it on a real line (Papke and Wooldridge 1996). To avoid missing values (due to \(y=0\) or \(y=1\)), we added .01 to the variable.

17 Given the strong theoretical indications of the directions of the effects of our variables, one-tailed tests are appropriate for our analysis.

18 We ruled out multicollinearity as a potential explanation for this negative result as there was no significant correlation between foreign support and any of the other independent variables. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between foreign support and targeted arrests, indiscriminate repression, and accommodation are -0.28, 0.43, and 0.54 respectively.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

**TABLE 1:** Poisson Autoregressive Estimates of Protest Rates during the Gezi Protest Campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Arrests</td>
<td>-0.154* (0.079)</td>
<td>-0.131* (0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiscriminate Repression</td>
<td>0.046 ** (0.009)</td>
<td>0.058** (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concessions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.021 (0.152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Support to Protesters</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.134 (0.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.716** (0.151)</td>
<td>1.723** (0.153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR parameter 1 (lag one)</td>
<td>0.550** (0.107)</td>
<td>0.650** (0.107)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability&gt;chi-square</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, **p<.001; All significance tests are one-tailed, standard errors in parentheses.
FIGURE 1
A Comparison of the Frequency of Twitter and Protest Actions Data in the Gezi Park Nonviolent Resistance Campaign
FIGURE 2

Time Series Plots of Offsite Targeted Arrests as a Proportion of Total Arrests (Plot A) and the Total Number of Offsite Targeted Arrests (Plot B) in the Gezi Park Nonviolent Resistance Campaign
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Autocorrelation Plot for Rate of Protest Actions
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APPENDIX A: PLOTS OF THE CONTROL VARIABLES

Figure A-1: Targeted Arrests and Concessions During the Gezi Campaign May-August 2013

Figure A-2: Targeted Arrests and Foreign Support to Protesters During the Gezi Campaign May-August 2013
APPENDIX B: ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

Since the Turkish government’s implementation of a targeted arrest strategy represents a sudden change in its tactics, we treat the switch to targeted arrests as an “intervention” (Box and Tiao 1975) to check the robustness of the negative effect of this variable. By running a single group time series analysis, we estimate the impact of targeted arrests (or the “intervention”) on protest rates. In addition to a Poisson autoregressive (PAR) model of order \( p \) as we did in the manuscript, we also estimate a Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Regression (ZINB). We then use the ZINB model’s estimates for forecasting purposes.

The operationalization of rate of protest actions, the dependent variable, and the indiscriminate repression variables remain the same as in the analysis in the main manuscript. However, to run an intervention model, we construct a time variable, which denotes the number of days from the start of the Gezi campaign until its end. The coefficient of time represents the trajectory of protest activity until the government implements the targeted arrest strategy. Targeted arrest strategy, the key independent variable, is a binary variable, coded 1 for the days when the strategy is implemented. As Figure 2 illustrates, the government began using targeted arrests on June 18 until the end of the campaign. Thus, this variable is coded 1 for the days between June 18 and August 7, 2013; and 0 otherwise. The coefficient of targeted arrests is the intercept at the time when the government began using this strategy and indicates any changes in protest activity after its implementation. A significant negative coefficient for targeted arrest would signify a sudden decline in protest activity. Finally, we add an interaction variable for the combined effects of targeted and indiscriminate effects after the implementation of targeted arrests.

Findings

Table B-1 shows the results of the ZINB and PAR (1) for the protest activity during the Gezi campaign. The analysis suggests that the rate of protest actions decreased significantly after the Turkish government responded to the dissidents’ tactical innovations with a targeted arrest strategy on June 18, 2013. Indiscriminate repression increases protest activity significantly in the PAR \( (p<.001) \) and the ZINB \( (p<.001) \) models. Targeted arrest, the intervention variable, has a negative and statistically significant coefficient both in the PAR and ZINB analyses \( (p<.01 \text{ and } p<.05, \text{ respectively}) \), confirming our findings in the main manuscript. The interaction variable for indiscriminate and discriminate repression, which represents, is not significant in either model. Therefore, the decrease in the rate of protest action is clearly a function of targeted arrest.
**TABLE B-1** ZINB and PAR Estimates of Protest Activity during the Gezi Protest Campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>ZINB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.026**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (Targeted Arrests)</td>
<td>-1.380**</td>
<td>-0.773*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.447)</td>
<td>(0.386)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiscriminate Repression</td>
<td>0.033**</td>
<td>0.050**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Arrests x Indiscriminate Repression</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.120**</td>
<td>2.896**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.258)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR parameter 1 (lag one)</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.121)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability&gt;chi-square</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, **p<.001; All significance tests are one-tailed, standard errors in parentheses

Table B-2 illustrates the factor changes based on the ZINB analysis in the rate of protest actions for a clear interpretation of the coefficients. Accordingly, the rate of protest actions decreases by a factor of 0.46 after the government implements targeted arrest, holding all else constant. Indiscriminate repression increases the rate of protest actions by a factor of 1.05, confirming this strategy’s escalatory effect on protests.
TABLE B-2 Factor Change in Expected Rate of Protest Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Factor Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (Targeted Arrests)</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiscriminate Repression</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the Predictive Margins plot generated based on the ZINB analysis demonstrate (Figure B-1), the predicted rate of protest actions declined steadily after the government switched strategies. While the rate of protest actions was slightly above 20 just after before the implementation of targeted arrests, rate goes down to 15 after about 12 days, and all the way down to 6 after about 7 weeks, indicating a more than 70% decrease in the rate of protest actions.

FIGURE B-1 Predicted Number of Events After Intervention (Targeted Arrests)
To run additional robustness checks on our findings, we use out-of-sample forecasting. Out-of-sample forecasting compares the predicted values generated by the model to the observed values. For our purposes, two scenarios would help rule out the two rival explanations. The first one is to generate predicted values for the time period after June 17, before the government implemented the targeted arrest strategy. The idea is that based on the observed values of the protest activity series until June 18, the out-of-sample forecasting technique predicts what protest activity should look like after June 18, when the targeted arrest strategy was implemented. An increase in the predicted number of protest activity would suggest that the rate of protest actions was increasing or staying relatively constant when the government was using indiscriminate repression. In contrast, a decrease would indicate that the campaign was already declining due to other variables that are not accounted for in the model.

To obtain the out-of-sample forecast for this first scenario, we run the ZINB regression on protests by excluding the days after June 18. The plot in Figure B-2 illustrates the number of observed protest events and the out-of-sample predictions based on the model. The increasing trend in the out-of-sample predictions show that the model predicts an escalation in the rate of protest actions based on the observations before targeted arrests. Therefore, the possibility of any alternative factors stifling protests can be ruled out.

**FIGURE B-2 Out-of-sample Forecasts for Protest Activity Based on Observations before Targeted Arrests**
The second type of forecasting approach is to generate predicted values for a time period after the targeted arrest strategy had been implemented and note whether the predicted values for the rate of protest actions decreased after the government switched to targeted arrests as the observed values do. This scenario compares the observed values to the model’s prediction after targeted arrests to assess how accurately the model predicts the rate of protest actions. A notable similarity between the trends of the predicted and observed values would demonstrate that even after a short time period after the targeted arrest strategy, the model captures the demobilizing effect of targeted arrest and predicts that the rate of protest actions declines significantly.

This time, we estimate the ZINB regression by excluding the days after June 30. The plot for the number of observed protest events and the out-of-sample predictions for the remaining days in the campaign after June 30 in Figure B-3 demonstrates that the model predicts a significant decrease in the rate of protest actions confirming the negative effects of targeted arrests in our PAR models in the main manuscript.

**FIGURE B-3** Out-of-sample Forecasts for Protest Activity Based on Observations after Targeted Arrests